typical examples of SD following seizures, with the seizures evident from band-pass filtered 1 signals (1-55 Hz) in the upper panels, and the SD from the low-pass filtered signals (< 1 Hz) in the 2 bottom panels. SD either overlapped with ( Fig. 1A) or followed (Fig. 1B) the seizure. In both 3 models, the amplitude, duration and propagation between electrodes of the slow shift in tissue 4 electrical potential are consistent with changes in extracellular potential observed during 5 experimentally induced SD in vitro, as shown in Fig. 1C as well as other reports of acute SD 12-6 16 . During the large negative deflection of the tissue potential in the very low frequency range, we 7 observed marked suppression of EEG activity (Fig. 1A) . This is consistent with the spreading 8 depression subtype of SD. The later reappearance of seizure-like spiking activity correlates with 9 the return of the very low-frequency potential to near its baseline value. This pattern is consistent 10 with recovery dynamics from acutely-induced SD termed spreading convulsions 4,17 .
11
Although seizure-related SDs often overlapped with demonstrable suppression of EEG activity, 12 we also found post-ictal generalized EEG suppression (PGES) that occurred without concurrent 13 SD ( Fig. S2 ).
14 The large slow shifts in the tissue potential associated with SD reside in the very low frequency 15 (1-100 mHz) range. Unless a wide digitization range and non-polarizing electrodes with sufficient 16 surface area are used, within these ranges measurements are dominated by electrode-tissue 17 electrochemical polarization driven by the input current of the amplifier. To eliminate the 18 electrochemical-based signal components and to restrict the signal to what could be acquired with 19 a standard digitizer, in most acquisition systems the measurements are high-pass filtered (e.g. 20 > 1 Hz) and therefore slow potential shifts associated with SD are removed 18, 19 . 21 To simultaneously measure SD and field potentials we used custom-made micro reaction chamber 22 (µRC) electrodes with electrodeposited iridium oxide films (EIROF) 20 with a direct current (DC)-23 sensitive acquisition system 9 . The fidelity of this recording combination is demonstrated in vitro 1 in Fig. 2 . With an applied sinusoidal electric field, we observed only minor signal attenuation with 2 50 µm (diameter) µRC EIROF ( Fig. 2B -C red trace) electrodes at frequencies relevant to SD (0.01 3 Hz). This is in contrast to 17 µm Nichrome electrodes ( Fig. 2B -C black trace), which are included 4 to illustrate that electrodes with poorly matched impedance -to the input impedance of the 5 amplifier -will inherently high-pass filter the tissue potentials. 6 The measurements in the included animals from both models were sufficiently stable during the 7 entire recording periods -typically more than 2 continuous weeks -to capture similar SD events 8 as presented in Fig. 1 . We operationally define "sufficient stability" as having baseline (low-9 frequency) fluctuations with amplitudes substantially less than 10 mV over hour-long periods. Across 124 cumulative days of recordings from 5 epileptic rats, 425 of 1256 seizures had co-7 occurring SD events (estimated rate = 33% ± 1%, see methods for the propagated error) ( Fig. 3B ).
8
The murine model of post-CM epilepsy 9 mimics human conditions of post-infection acquired 9 epilepsy with long epileptogenesis 21 and spontaneous unprovoked seizures. In this model the brain 10 undergoes widespread damage, and the seizure origins and evolution patterns vary. We observed 11 episodes of SD occurring during or after the seizures in one or both hippocampi ( 
13
Collectively seizures were pooled from 21 epileptic mice with 1139 cumulative days of recordings. 
16
In both animal models and all instances of SD the amplitude of the negative DC deflection, 17 duration of the deflection, propagation, and existence of a quiescence period reflective of neuronal 18 depolarization were consistent with SD characteristics, as was the frequent observation of spiking 19 activity at SD offset 17 . The SD events in the TeTX rats were often concurrent with depression of 20 EEG activity. Therefore we mark these SDs as spreading depression subtype of the spreading 21 depolarization phenomenon.
22
In post-CM epileptic mice, the apparent propagation speed of SD from left to right hippocampus 1 was approximately 6 mm/min. However, within hippocampi in the TeTX rats, with 3-4 2 hippocampal recording electrodes, the propagation speed of SD measured in the midst of 3 prolonged and spatially extended seizures appears to be faster (6 to 40 mm/min). We hypothesize 4 that, in these cases, the tissue is primed to support faster propagation perhaps analogous to the way 5 that seizure propagation speeds can be parametrically modulated via neuronal excitability 22,23 . 6 SD events are shown to generate long bouts of acidosis 24, 25 . It is therefore important to note that 7 our observations are not artifacts of the pH dynamics. Although the µRC EIROF electrodes are 8 pH sensitive ( 26 , and as described in Methods), the expected change from SD acidosis yields 9 positive deflections in the electrode potential, and therefore would cancel some of the actual 10 negative shift in tissue potential observed during SD.
11
In order to confirm the linkage between SD and seizures, we scored data from age-matched control 12 animals who had viable DC recordings for appearance of SD-like events. In rats controls included 13 animals that did not receive TeTX injections (N = 2, 154 cumulative recording days), and rats with 14 TeTX injection that did not develop epilepsy (N = 1, 80 recording days). In mice, control data 15 included uninfected animals with no seizures (N = 17, 820 cumulative recording days), and 16 animals rescued from CM that did not develop seizures (N = 6 mice, 282 cumulative recording 17 days). No SD-like events were observed in any of these groups.
18
From a rest or steady state, a neuronal system exhibits excitability when in response to small 19 perturbations it takes a dynamical trajectory determined by the presence of bifurcations in its 20 underlying mathematical structure. Such trajectories have been extensively characterized for single 21 neuron spiking 27,28 , and with the incorporation of fast sodium and slower potassium dynamics for 22 complex burst and seizure firing dynamics 29, 30 . The dynamics characteristic of experimental 23 hypoxic seizure patterns can be described by utilizing oxygen as an experimental and theoretical 1 bifurcation parameter 31 . Combination of oxygen and potassium as state variables, as well as ion 2 mass and charge conservation and energy balance, uncovers the unification between steady-state, 3 spikes, seizures, and spreading depolarization 7 .The subdivision of the dynamics within the 4 oxygen-potassium state space is illustrated in Fig. 4A (adapted from 7 ). Cellular volume fraction 5 as another bifurcation parameter further separates seizure from spreading depolarization dynamics 6 during trajectories that visit them in sequence 8 . 7 If one classifies brain state in our measurements into the discrete states: steady state (SS), seizure Our recording system offers, for the first time, the opportunity to investigate the theoretically 21 predicted complex interaction between seizures and spreading depolarizations in an intact brain.
22
Within two fundamentally different animal models of chronic epilepsy, we observed direct 23 transitions and dynamical interplay between SDs and spontaneous seizures. Moreover, in the 1 epileptic rats we often observe that seizures that occur in clusters are connected by SD events (Fig.   2 3A, Fig. S4A ). Our findings suggest that beyond EEG, currently unobserved parameters such as 3 extracellular volume, potassium, and tissue oxygenation are important in orchestrating the 4 dynamics observed in epilepsy. Furthermore we propose an expanded definition for the event or 5 ictus in epilepsy that encompasses dynamical trajectories that combine both seizures and SD, and 6 better account for the electrical and behavioral manifestations during epilepsy. Animals were implanted with electrodes to monitor brain activity at least five days post-treatment 18 following procedures described in 9 . Briefly, four stainless steel screws (#000 self-tapping, Morris 19 Co.) were placed over frontal (AP +1.5, ML ±2.5 mm) and S1 (AP -2.3, ML ±3.5 mm) cortices 20 for measurements of electrocorticogram (ECoG). Two custom-made 50 µm (diameter) ultra-low 21 impedance micro-reaction chamber (µRC) 20 electrodes were further enhanced by electrodeposition 22 of iridium oxide films (EIROF) 20 to provide DC stability and high charge passing capacity. The 23 electrodes were then implanted bilaterally in dorsal hippocampi (AP -2.3, ML ±2.0, DV -1.5 mm) 24 to provide hippocampal depth recordings. All coordinates were Bregma referenced.
Muscle activity was monitored via a 3 mm long 50 µm gold-plated 316L stainless steel wire placed 1 into a bluntly dissected opening within the nuchal muscles and further secured with polyglycolic 2 acid absorbable sutures through the subcutaneous tissue. A fraction of animals were implanted 3 with a lead in the precordium to monitor electrocardiogram (ECG) activity. Electrodes were then 4 secured in place and electrically isolated via a 3D printed multi-groove headmount embedded in 5 dental cement. 6 At the completion of the surgery, animals were housed individually in custom-made plexiglass 7 cages each containing two enclosures with dimensions 6"W×12"D×12"H with free access to food 8 and water, and, following recovery, were cabled for continuous video and EEG monitoring. For mice and rats all biopotentials were acquired at 24 bit resolution and 1 kHz sampling frequency 21 (per channel) via our custom-made data acquisition system.
For mice acquisition system was designed to provide 8 channels of high quality biopotential 23 recordings. The 24-bit digitization provides a dynamic range of 4.5 V with sub-microvolt 24 divisions. Therefore it accommodates the amplitude range and resolution to simultaneously resolve 1 large shifts in tissue potentials 10-30 mV) associated with SD and normal activity in the range of 2 few millivolts associated with field potentials. This feature complemented with DC-stable µRC 3 electrodes will eliminate the need for analog high-pass filtering prior to digitization.
4
For rats, we extended the acquisition system to provide 16 channels and a 3-axis accelerometer 5 and to fit within a 3D-printed head mounted box (amplifier size: 1"W×1"D×0.25"H).
6
The raw data contain the information in all frequencies, including bio-potentials from neural 7 activity, spreading depolarization, and electrochemical changes. All recorded data were inspected via in-house written Labview (National Instruments) and 10 MATLAB (MathWorks Inc.) programs that allow for simultaneous re-referencing, filtering, 11 spectral analysis and annotation. All data were originally referenced to a reference screw electrode.
12
For seizure and state of vigilance scoring, the raw ECoG and hippocampal depth recordings were 13 band-pass filtered at 1-55 Hz and 1-125 Hz; respectively, to highlight field potentials and seizure 14 dynamics. Electromyogram (EMG) and ECG data were band-pass filtered at 1-125 Hz to extract 15 muscle activity and cardiac dynamics. 3-axis head acceleration was band-pass filtered at 1-100 Hz. 16 
Seizure Detection

17
For mice seizures were detected manually, from band-pass filtered EEG, using custom-written in-18 house software within Labview environment. Spontaneous seizure activity of more than 10 19 seconds was identified and scored for origin and evolution pattern according to previously the DC potential rapidly rises and then recovers to its baseline value through a short recharge 22 period.
23
Our SD detection algorithm did not account for such DC shifts. Thus, time-series of detected SD 1 events were visually inspected and verified to account for false detections. These transient In both animal models of epilepsy, animals were included for further analysis if they had at least 6 one ECoG and one hippocampal depth recordings with sufficient stability. As described 7 previously, "sufficient stability" is defined as having baseline (low-frequency) fluctuations with 8 amplitudes substantially less than 10 mV over hour-long periods. Therefore, all included animals 9 had stable DC recordings throughout their lifetime.
10
For both models, we included epileptic animals (ones that experienced spontaneous, recurrent 11 seizures according to the criteria previously described) and control animals. Controls included both 12 animals that received neurological insult (CM or TeTX) and did not develop epilepsy and ones 13 that did not receive CM or TeTX. Overall data were collected from 5 TeTX epileptic rats with 124 days continuous recordings.
21
Control data included 2 rats with 74 recording days each that did not receive TeTX injections and 22 one rat that received TeTX injection but did not develop epilepsy with 80 days of recording.
23
Collectively, the two models account for 2593 days of full-time continuous measurements.
Hardware Validation:
1 The large slow shifts in the tissue potential associated with SD reside in the very low frequency 2 (1-100 mHz) ranges. Therefore, in order to capture these events the measurements need to be free 3 of the electrode-tissue electrochemical polarization driven by the input current of the amplifier.
4
This is in addition to the digitization range and resolution required to simultaneously record SD 5 and field potentials. For evaluation of electrode polarization under DC potential changes we prepared a conductive 7 medium from 0.09% NaCl solution (10 times weaker than standard physiological saline). The 8 solution was then poured into the experiment chamber which is built from plexiglass (blue area in 9 Fig. 2A ). The two conductive sections (area = 2×4 cm 2 and 2×0.5 cm 2 ) are separated from one 10 another with molding clay (green piece) and the only electrical connectivity is from a glass pipette 11 filled with 0.09% saline.
12
Within this setup, a spatially uniform, AC electric field was introduced by passing current (Analog 13 Stimulus Isolator, AM Systems Model 2200) between a pair of large platinum plates (0.7×1.7 cm 2 ) 14 embedded on either end of the chamber relatively far from the electrodes (distance between 15 plates = 6 cm). Test electrodes were embedded inside the chamber at known distances from one 16 another. Measurements were referenced to a stainless steel screw electrode placed in the chamber 17 floor (one of the red circles in Fig. 2A ).
18
The electrodeposited iridium oxide films (EIROF) are known to be pH sensitive 26 . Physiological 19 brain pH variations occur in the time-scale of seconds to minutes. Therefore, our measurements in 20 the very low frequency ranges are potentially combinations of changes induced by electrochemical 21 reactions (pH) and electrical fields induced by depolarization of neural populations (SD).
22
We characterized the pH response of the custom-made EIROF deposited 50 µm micro-reaction In order to further validate our in vivo potential measurement of SD, we acutely induced cortical 9 SD and measured tissue potential with our recording system designed and utilized for chronic 10 measurements in epileptic rats (as previously described in Methods). The slice preparation and 11 induction of cortical SD were in the context of experiments detailed in 32 . We assembled an array 12 of µRC EIROF electrodes according to methods described in 23 . The assembly was then advanced 
